HSW AND FSW
—
Horizontal Sliding Walls.

HORIZONTAL SLIDING WALLS

ADD TRANSPARENCY
AND FLEXIBILITY TO YOUR
ROOMS.
—
Planning with HSW glass sliding doors.
HSW glass sliding wall frontages can be ﬂexibly
adapted to a wide range of customer requirements
whether as straight, angled or elegantly curved
conﬁgurations. The beauty of the system is that ﬂoor
guides are not required, allowing the use of one
ﬂooring material throughout Individuality goes without saying and without breaks. In addition, virtually
any shade and color combination for the hardware
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surfaces is possible – so the system can be perfectly
aligned to the Corporate Design of the customer
company within the framework of an integrated façade
and interior design solution. Designed for each individual application and precision-made, HSW glass
sliding wall frontages are equally suitable for both
modernizations and new buildings. Whether it’s a
question of design, practical scope, seals, thermal
insulation or soundprooﬁng, DORMA sets international
standards.

INTRO

DORMA
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HORIZONTAL SLIDING WALLS

HSW-G.
FULLY GLAZED WITH DOOR RAILS.
—
Project: Sihlcity, Zurich, Switzerland
Architects: Theo Hotz Partner AG, Zurich, Switzerland
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HSW-G

The classic for an
uninterrupted view.
The panels of the HSW-G
sliding glass frontage form
a continuous, transparent
surface – with side frame
elements completely absent.
The top and bottom glazing
rails provide the system with
the necessary stability and
also contain the auxiliary

functional components – all
discreetly concealed within
the proﬁle. The many alternatives in terms of material
ﬁnish and color combinations for the visible surfaces
are provided in the form of
practical cover sections that
simply clip into position after
system assembly and installation. So the shop entrance
is able to show off its very

best side with an immaculate
surface ﬁnish right from that
all-important opening day.
Each sliding panel can also
double up as a door for maximum ﬂexibility. And there is
the option of equipping these
with various types of closer
from the house of DORMA.
For the maximum convenience
of customers as they come
and go.

HSW-G. Panels with top and bottom door rails (100 mm high) and frame-free vertical glass edges.

DORMA
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HORIZONTAL SLIDING WALLS

HSW-GP.
FULLY GLAZED, WITH SINGLE-POINT
FIXINGS.
—
Project: Ofﬁce of HNTB Architects, Washington, DC, USA
Architects: HNTB Architects, Washington, DC, USA
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HSW-GP

Important factors for
exceptional design.
The HSW track rail permits
a diversity of system layouts
and stacking solutions.
Stainless steel single-point
ﬁxings from the MANET

range hold even curved glass
panels securely in place.
Practical, this solution also
ensures a particularly highquality system. For an
unparalleled visual appearance in a contemporary
architectural setting.

HSW-GP. Panels with MANET single-point ﬁxings.

Complementary DORMA
products:
—

. MANET single-point ﬁxings
for simple, precise glass panel
installation.

. MANET sliding doors for

. MANET hardware for singleand double-action doors.
Also suitable for combination
with BTS ﬂoor springs.

glass partitions or throughwall access.

DORMA
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HORIZONTAL SLIDING WALLS

FSW-G AND FSW-C.
THE FOLDING VERSIONS.
—

Photo: Stefan Schilling, Germany

Project: Sparkasse Coppenbrügge, Germany
Architects: Bredt und Partner GbR, Darmstadt, Germany
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FSW-G AND FSW-C

Fully glazed with door rails.
There is little to choose between HSW-G and FSW
in terms of their visuals and
technology. The door rails
of the FSW-G are connected
to one another at the top

and bottom by hinges.
The closed wall transforms
effortlessly into a compact
stack when required. Without the need for a separate
stacking track. Easy as
winking!

C for “Central”.
Because the panels of an
FSW-C are hung centrally.
This is an alternative for conﬁned spaces as the stacked
panels take up only half the
space inside and out.

FSW-G. Panels with top and bottom
door rails (100 mm high) and
frame-free vertical glass edges.

DORMA
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HORIZONTAL SLIDING WALLS

HSW-R – FULLY FRAMED.
—
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HSW-R

Drafts excluded!
The HSW-R fully framed
horizontal sliding wall is
ideal wherever high wind
loads are likely to occur.
For example, in the case of
large-area shop windows
and externally exposed store

entrances. The reasons?
Aluminum frames enclose the
glass on all sides. Rubberlipped side proﬁles and double
brush seals top and bottom
provide further protection
against the weather. Various
types of door closers guarantee extremely smooth move-

ment while the remaining
panels stay closed. This is
where the ITS 96 comes into
its own: integrated neatly
into the frame, it is almost
fully concealed.

HSW-R. Panels with all-round framing.

Complementary DORMA
products:
—

. TS 93 door closer systems.
A concept that combines
power and performance with a
characteristic cubic design.

. TS 97 door closer, just 37 mm
high, for light glass doors.

. ITS 96 integrated door closer
system.

DORMA
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HORIZONTAL SLIDING WALLS

HSW-ISO. WARM AND COZY WITH
THERMAL INSULATION.
—
Project: Fusionopolis at One-North, Singapore
Architects: Jurong Consultants Pte Ltd., Singapore
Developer: JTC Corporation, Singapore
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HSW-ISO

With the HSW-ISO doubleglazed system, one feels
comfortable in any weather.
Even when it’s stormy or
wet, the interior space can
be fully utilized. And the
big summer heatwave? This
too can be locked outside.

The thermally insulated
sliding glass frontage with
all-round thermal-break
proﬁles and extendable top
and bottom seals provides
reliable protection against
extreme temperatures. And
the pivoting sliding panels

that operate as doors can
again be equipped with
DORMA door closers with
EASY OPEN technology.

HSW-ISO. Panels with all-round framing of thermal-break proﬁles.

Complementary DORMA
products:
—
Various types of door closers
guarantee extremely smooth
movement while the remaining
panels stay closed.

. TS 93 door closer systems.
A concept that combines
power and performance with a
characteristic cubic design.

. TS 97 door closer, just 37 mm
high, for light glass doors.

. ITS 96 integrated door closer
system.

DORMA
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HORIZONTAL SLIDING WALLS

STACKING SYSTEMS.
PERFECT PARKING EVERY TIME.
—
Panels stacked 90° transverse to travel direction

Standard stacking arrangement.
With pivoting end panel as
possible access leaf
(left or right, or left and right)

Stacking in a box/pocket.
Sliding panels or double-action
panels only
(left or right, or left and right)

Niche parking.
With pivoting end panel as
possible access leaf
(left or right, or left and right)
Stacking track 135°
behind column.
With end panel as possible
access leaf
(left or right, or left and right)
Stacking with reshufﬂe bypass.
Without pivoting end panel.
Behind wall projection/ﬁxed
side screen
(left or right, or left and right).
Not for HSW-MR.

Stacking behind end panel.
Left or right, or left and right

Stacking in a box or niche,
behind end panel.
Sliding panels only, around
135° offset
(left or right, or left and right)

Special stacking arrangements

Stacking panels of varying width

Closed wall

Stacking without stacking track with 4 panels
(2 pivoting end panels/2 sliding panels)
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PARKING AND STACKING

Existing structures or unusual
layouts often require special
solutions, particularly in the
design of the stacking area.
DORMA HSW systems can be
parked in a range of different
positions.

The stack of panels can be
aligned parallel or square
to the frontage, be readily
visible for effect or hidden
behind columns etc.
Another possibility is that of
parking the system in line

but out of the way, whether
behind a wall or in a niche.
The panels can also perform
certain functions when the
frontage is open, e.g. as the
sides of internal store windows
and showcases, or, if provided

with the appropriate printing
on the glass, for adding
artistic value to a wall. System
solutions devised in answer
to a wide range of different
problems are shown.

Panels parallel to travel direction

Stacking track at 5° angle
for small number of panels (up to 6)
(left or right, or left and right)

Stacking track 135°
(left or right, or left and right)

Stacking track offset in niche
with folding panel as wall connection
(left or right, or left and right)
See
detail
below

Detail 1
Sliding panel with ﬁnal folding panel
in closed wall
Detail 2
Sliding panel with ﬁnal folding panel
ready for sliding into stacking track

Parking behind ﬁxed screens
(left or right, or left and right)

Fixed
screens

Sliding
panel 1

Stacking track beyond offset
pivoting end panel
(left or right, or left and right)
Closed system

DORMA
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